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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Demand for baby and child-specific products benefits from higher awareness of child care
The call for natural products increases
Online platforms act as important sales and marketing tools

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Dermocosmetics to win over more consumers
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Premium baby and child-specific products offer growth potential
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Robust hygiene trend fosters strong retail volume growth performance in 2022
The naturalness trend continues to gain traction in bath and shower
Manufacturers look to develop their offers in line with key health and wellness and ecological trends

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Demand to grow as hygiene remains a priority
Wellness trend to develop and influence new launches
Sustainability focus to provide value growth opportunities
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Improved retail volume sales, inflation and innovation push exponential retail value growth
New launches continue in 2022
New trends in colour cosmetics

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Upcoming trends look to practicality and skin care
Digital transformation continues
Cruelty-free, free from and/or vegan products with recycled packaging to gain traction
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Deodorants in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Additional functions spark interest in deodorants
Further penetration of private label and e-commerce
Demand for deodorant sticks increases in line with naturalness, sustainability and economic trends

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Urbanisation and exercise trends to push sales of deodorants
Clean label and natural products to win over consumers
Small packaging formats to offer convenience and sustainability
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Depilatories in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Budget concerns foster at-home hair removal routines
Trend towards natural ingredients
Gillette remains overall leader but a local player tops hair removers/bleaches

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Difficult economic situation to push use of depilatories
E-commerce to leverage convenience and privacy to win over consumers
Ongoing competition from electronic hair removal devices
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Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2017-2022
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KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Resumption of pre-pandemic lifestyles provides a fillip for mass fragrances
New product developments continue
Cologne gain the attention of unisex fragrances manufacturers

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The “green” trend offers promise for new product and packaging developments
Online sales set to increase
Stronger tourism flows to push fragrances
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Hair loss and dandruff problems stimulate new launches in salon professional hair care
New launch in line with the emphasis on at-home “professional” hair care
Focus on ingredients in hair care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Economic concerns to boost private label in shampoos
Environmental concerns to lead to product and packaging changes
Shampoo bars to leverage ecological concerns
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Men's Grooming in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Men's grooming products benefit from longer-term health and wellbeing trends
Multi-purpose grooming and professional hair care products move to the fore
Men's grooming ranges increase retail penetration

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Beard trend to continue to force men’s shaving players to adapt
Discounters to expand shelf space for mass men's grooming
Convenience and privacy to win over more men to e-commerce
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Oral Care in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Natural trend and getting "used to" an ingredient
Multinationals invest in the category to maintain dominance
Private label gains traction in oral care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Better for the environment focus
TOOTHPASTE to drive category performance
Developing e-commerce demand
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Skin Care in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Increase in the offer of dermocosmetics and local products
"Skinimalism" continues to gain popularity
New product launches add dynamism to skin care offer

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Focus on sustainable and ethical skin care
Evidence-based effectiveness and new formulae to stimulate trust
Added-value emphasis in a fast-growing category
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Market size grows as consumers return to outdoor activities and the beach
Trend towards dermocosmetics and natural adult sun care
High SPF and anti-ageing properties attract growing consumer attention

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growing awareness of everyday need for sun protection to stimulate healthy sales growth
Additional benefits to steer newer demand trends
Private label to leverage good price-quality ratios to make gains
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Sun Care in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Shift towards masstige blurs the lines
Return to work and social norms boosts demand for premium colour cosmetics and fragrances
Permanent shift to online sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Affordable luxury to the fore
Strategic development priorities
Customisation and personalisation to gain momentum
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Shift towards masstige blurs the lines
Return to work and social norms boosts demand for premium colour cosmetics and fragrances
Permanent shift to online sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Affordable luxury to the fore
Strategic development priorities
Customisation and personalisation to gain momentum
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Turkey

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Residual high demand and inflation push exponential retail current value growth in 2022
L’Oréal Türkiye Kozmetik leverages wide offer and investment to stay ahead of the field
Discounters and e-commerce increase their appeal to consumers

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Increasing demand for mini versions
Strong company activity is anticipated
Private label is expected to develop and grow
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